1 General

1.1 Single door openers cannot be used on a door smaller than 36” wide.

1.2 Minimum width for passage shall be at least 32” clear.

1.3 Every exterior door with an automatic opener shall have an electric lock and a timer that first unlocks the door then signals the door to open. This sequence is to be activated by the push pad or RF receiver(s).

1.4 A key switch for Day/Night operation shall activate the electric lock (unlock the door) during open hours, unless the door is to a secure area. The time lock system can function as the Day/Night switch.

1.5 All doors shall have a dual channel RF receiver so that the interior pad can remain active when the exterior pad is shut off.

2 Vestibules

2.1 When a vestibule is less than 7’ in depth (renovation only), the doors on each side of the vestibule should open at the same time.

2.2 One or more push plates shall be placed in a vestibule between doors. The push plate shall be within 4’ of the door at 36” AFF. The foot of the icon on the push plate shall point toward the automatic door that it operates.

3 Handicapped door applications

3.1 Interior door at a firewall:

3.1.1 Door remains unlatched because of a device hooked to fire alarm system.

3.1.2 This device normally holds door unlatched until a fire alarm exists. Door is to operate as an inside door with an opener.

3.2 Interior door with opener only:

3.2.1 Attach the opener to the wall above the door; use at least one RF receiver

3.2.2 Install palm switches within 4’ of the door.

3.2.3 Door will open with signal from hand held remote or palm switch from either side at any time.

3.3 Exterior door with opener only:

3.3.1 Attach the opener to the wall above the door, use a dual RF receiver

3.3.2 Install palm switches within 4 feet of the door.

3.3.3 Install Day/Night Key switch to disable the outside palm switch by disabling the outside receiver. The inside palm switch shall always be active.

3.3.4 The handheld remote, on the same frequency or code as the outside push pad, will open the door only during unlocked times (Day).

3.3.4.1 An Employee may be issued a remote on the inside frequency (code) to act as a key for 24/7 use.

3.3.4.2 Door requirements include an electric lock and a time delay. The Palm switches and/or the remote will activate the time delay and the time delay will trigger the door opener.

3.3.4.3 Time delay (delayed one-shot) gives the door time to be electrically unlocked [bypass timer during unlocked times]

3.3.4.4 Students with remotes will have no remote control operation inside the building after hours. The push pad switch will always be active on the inside of the building.

3.4 Interior door with access control lock

3.4.1 Install Day/Night Key switch to disable the outside palm switch by disabling the outside receiver. The inside palm switch shall always be active.

3.5 Interior door with access control lock with “buzz-in”

3.5.1 Access control locks door, disables outside palm switch. “buzz-in” unlocks door.
3.5.2 Install Day/Night Key switch to disable the outside palm switch by disabling the outside receiver. The inside palm switch shall always be active.

3.6 Exterior door with access control lock
   3.6.1 Access control locks door, disables outside palm switch
   3.6.2 Install Day/Night Key switch to disable the outside palm switch by disabling the outside receiver. The inside palm switch shall always be active.

3.7 Interior with access control card access
   3.7.1 The remote transmitter bypasses the access control and opens the door.
   3.7.2 According to security, only 1 frequency setting for the push pad or remote may be required.

3.8 Exterior with access control card access
   3.8.1 The remote transmitter bypasses the Harco system and opens the door. The code of the remote transmitter may be either on the code of the inside or outside push plate according to the privileges of the holder.
   3.8.2 With the frequency or code of the hand held set for the outside push pad, the holder has 24/7 access.
   3.8.3 With the frequency or code of the hand held set for the inside push pad, the holder has building open time access.

4 Approved equipment
   4.1 Door openers
      4.1.1 Besam Automatic Entrance Systems, Inc., model SW200i for high traffic and/or exterior doors
      4.1.2 LCN Closers, Inc., Benchmark
      4.1.3 Norton Door Controls, model 5900
   4.2 Push pad, RF transmitters, RF receivers
      4.2.1 Sedco
   4.3 Door hardware (electrified panic hardware, electric strike)
      4.3.1 VonDuprin

5 Approved additional components
   5.1 Sedco
      5.1.1 Heavy Duty “608 series” post with recess for push pad and plastic cap.
      5.1.2 Rubber boot RB for switch of push pad (for outside use.)
      5.1.3 Weatherproofing Box Gasket (Part #12001) for outdoor use.